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What have we done? 
Over the past 3 months we have delivered 25 sessions at the studio and engaged with 20 different 
individuals. Sessions have included photography, sewing, art therapy, painting and drawing workshops 
as well as studio time for the artists. 
 
What have the outcomes been? 
The beneficiaries have continued to find the studio a safe space to try out creative exercises and build 
links with others who share similar experiences. The staff maintain awareness of the various mental 
health issues many of the studio artists have and through the sessions they continue to see small 
positive steps forward for them. 
 

    
What challenges have there been? 
At the end of November our Studio Co-ordinator left to go travelling which was hard for the 
beneficiaries as they had built up a good rapport with her. We recruited an excellent new coordinator in 
December but with this and the Christmas break we have not been able to deliver as much activity as 
we would like.  
 
In December one of the studio beneficiaries passed away. Sam had been involved with the studio since 
it begun and had really benefited from the project as well as giving a lot to the group as well. His 
physical health had been poor for a long time but we know the studio helped his mental health improve 
during this time.  
 
What is next? 
We will continue to deliver sessions and activities in the studio over the next few months and promote 
the service to new people. We are building up to an exhibition in May as part of the cities Artists Open 
Houses festival. Our funding for the studio remains short term and we continue to apply for funding to 
keep it going. We are really grateful to the Beer Harris Memorial Trust for your support and look 
forward to providing a full report shortly. 

One new person was very shy and struggles with low mood and 
negative internal voices and flashbacks. In a recent session we 
started working on some bigger pieces using paintbrushes taped to 
the end of long sticks. He painted large waves of paint saying "the 
colours make me feel happy, they are like people free and flying, no 
one is holding them down". He has started to build confidence in a 
group setting, small milestones like initiating a conversation rather 
than waiting to be asked a question, beginning to laugh in sessions, 
enjoying collaborating on projects. After the last session he said:  
 
"When I came [to the session] I was feeling sad and anxious, now I 
feel much more relaxed".  
 


